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What is a European Research infrastructure?

HELPING HANDS – FACILITATING RESEARCH

Research infrastructure = 

– facility or platform

– provides resources and services

– to the scientific community

– Aim: support scientists in research

– to access, order, analyse, store and reuse data and 

knowledge in ways otherwise impossible
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What kind of research InGRID facilitates?
Facilitating top-level research …

Poverty &living 
conditions

Working
conditions & 
vulnerability

Com-
parative

Policy-
related

European

Inclusive
growth
strategy

EU2020

Social
sciences
research

… Evidence-based policies
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Target groups – InGRID service community

• Lead users: social scientists – poverty&living

conditions research – working conditions & 

vulnerability – ‘inclusive/social Europe’ –

comparative research – evidence for policy

• End users: policy innovators (European/national

– politics, administration, civil society)

• Pre-users: data providers (European agencies; 

official statistical bureaus; international and

national data initiatives of European interest)
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Facilities and services of InGRID

HIGH-TECH 

ANALYTICAL 

TOOLS

COMPARATIVE 

DATABASES

BETTER 

REPORTING
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Goals of the meeting

• a) Providing info on the call in detail

• b) Agreeing on the general framework of the 

proposal

• c) Organise a broad brainstorm on ideas for 

developing the proposal

• d) Planning of the further steps in writing the 

proposal: 

– who does what when?

10 November 2015 - InGRID2 First planning meeting
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CALL IN DETAILS

10 November 2015 - InGRID2 First planning meeting
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Call 2 - Integrating and opening RI of European interest

Integrating Activities

To open up key national and regional research infrastructures to all 
European researchers and to ensure their optimal use and joint 
development:

Three mandatory components:

➢ Networking;

➢ Transnational / Virtual Access;

➢ Joint Research Activities for the improvement of RI services.

Emphasis on management efficiency, innovation capacity (technology transfer, 
participation of SMEs, instrumentation development), international dimension, 
management of generated data…

10 November 2015 - InGRID2 First planning meeting
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Dissecting the call: general features
• 160 Million Euro => about 15 projects => 27 topics => 1 chance in 2 => 

each domain one project => 1 competitor (DwB) => budget up to 10 million

• INTEGRATION OF SERVICES

• Opening up national and regional research infratructures ‘OF EUROPEAN 
INTEREST’

• Researchers from academia and industry (our industry = world of policy 
experts => activities to develop)

• Infrastructures need to support the EU priorities (basic scientific needs) => 
Asset of our consortium => to stress in the proposal

• Internationalisation:
• For example US, Canada, Russia, Australia

• Access to a infrastructure in these countries (when argumented as key for European 
researchers)

• Innovation: is not innovation in research, but contributing to innovation in 
industry = translate as ‘policy innovation’ => fostering the potential for
innovation => transfer of knowledge, dissemination, activities to promote the
use by ‘industrial researchers’, involvement of industrial associations or 
advisory bodies

10 November 2015 - InGRID2 First planning meeting
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Dissecting the call: ‘advanced community’

• Scientific communites whose research infrastructures
show an advanced degree of coordination and
networking at present (have been integrating activity
before) => show how we progressed in this already, 
success indicators (KPI = Key performance indicators)

• Proposals clearly have to demonstrate the added value
and progress beyond current achievements in terms of 
integration and services => new forms of integration + 
better services
– E-infrastructure

– Widening access/network

• Plan for sustainability: not yet a requirement, but 
activities to develop

• Access core to evaluate the budget

10 November 2015 - InGRID2 First planning meeting
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Dissecting the call: our topic

• Research infrastructures for the study of 
poverty, working life and living conditions.

• The aim of the activity is to bring together research 
infrastructures serving European and international 
research in the fields of poverty, working life, and 
living conditions. It will compile historical data, and 
provide instruments for the analysis of the effects of 
employers’ behavior and the evaluation of labour
market and social policies targeted to vulnerable 
groups as well as offer training to researchers 
interested in the use of these instruments.

10 November 2015 - InGRID2 First planning meeting
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PROPOSAL CONCEPT

10 November 2015 - InGRID2 First planning meeting
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Official proposal template

• 100 pages 1.Excellence to 3. WPs & Management

• 1. Excellence
– Objectives: clear, measurable, realistic, achievable

– Relation to the work programme

– Concept and approach

– Ambition

• 2. Impact
– Expected impact

– Measures to maximise impact

• 3. Implementation
– Workplan – WPs, deliverables & milestones

– Management structures and procedures

– Consortium as a whole

– Resources to be committed

10 November 2015 - InGRID2 First planning meeting
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Impact
• Please be specific, and provide only information that applies to the proposal 

and its objectives. Wherever possible, use quantified indicators and targets

• Describe how your project will contribute to:
– the expected impact set out in the work programme, under the relevant topic; in 

particular a structuring impact on the ERA and on the way research infrastructures 
operate, evolve and interact with similar facilities and with the users (including on a 
global level, where relevant);

– improving innovation capacity and the integration of new knowledge (strengthening 
the competitiveness and growth of companies by developing innovations meeting the 
needs of European and global markets2; and, where relevant, by delivering such 
innovations to the markets);

– any other environmental and socially important impacts (if not already covered above).

• Describe any barriers/obstacles, and any framework conditions (such as 
regulation and standards), that may determine whether and to what extent 
the expected impacts will be achieved. (This should not include any risk 
factors concerning implementation, as covered in section 3.2).

10 November 2015 - InGRID2 First planning meeting
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First outline: unique selling points

• Topical importance at EU-level
– Inequality, poverty and vulnerability-at-work => pressing social issue more than 

ever + looking to Europe for policy solutions => Facilitating research for policy 
evidence

– Science about inclusive growth: growth that generates decent jobs, gives 
opportunities to all segments of society, especially excluded groups, and 
distributes the income and non-income gains from prosperity more equally 
across society = performing economic strategy

– Social inclusion is a process which ensures that those at risk of 
poverty and social exclusion gain the opportunities and 
resources necessary to participate fully in economic, social and 
cultural life and to enjoy a standard of living and well-being that 
is considered normal in the society in which they live. It ensures 
that they have greater participation in decision making which 
affects their lives and access to their fundamental rights.’

– Quality of living and quality of work

– Redistribution agenda / predistribution agenda

10 November 2015 - InGRID2 First planning meeting
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First outline: unique selling points

• Rising interests

– International agencies: UNDP => ILO => OECD

– Inequality discovered by (macro-)economics

• Not only knowledge generation, but also  => diffusion => 

(social) innovation

– => indicators databases based on series of data collections (Ipolis

example) => interface (e-Infra, visualisation) for research, policy and 

civil society

• Bringing data together (and first handling) => service for 

researchers on European, comparative data => data about 

‘situation’ and ‘policies’ => linking to evaluate and benchmark

10 November 2015 - InGRID2 First planning meeting
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InGRID-2: OUTLINE

1 May 2017 – 30 April 2021
INGRID-2 Integrating and servicing European expertise on 
inclusive growth from data to policy

Continuaton as European research infrastructure project 
financed by EU H2020 programme
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Local Project Manager: Zofia Pawlowska
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Local Project Manager: Constantine Dimoulas
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Local Project Manager: Nathalie Greenan & Sylvie Hamon-

Cholet

UEssex – ISER – University of Essex (UK)

Local Project Manager: Holly Sutherland & Jack Kneeshaw

TARKI – POLC – Tarsadalomkutatasi Intezet Zrt (HU)

Local Project Manager: István György Tóth

SOTON – S3RI – University of Southampton (UK)

Local Project Manager: Nikos Tzavidis

UNIPI – Universita di Pisa (IT)

Local Project Manager: Monica Pratesi & Caterina Guisti

UNIMAN – School of social sciences – University of Manchester 

(UK)

Local Project Manager: Natalie Shlomo
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Enabler 1
TRANSNATIONAL

ACCESS

Enabler 2
NETWORKING

ACTIVITIES

Enabler 3
RTD FOR

IMPROVEMENT

Focus
Indicator 

building

Focus
Integrated

data

Focus
Tools for

policy 

evaluation
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Two pillar structure

Poverty & living 
conditions

Data integration & harmonisation

(situation & policy)

Evaluation and analysis tools

(simulation)

Indicator-building

(visualisation, policy innovation)

Working conditions
and vulnerability

Data integration & harmonisation
(situation&policy)

Evaluation and analysis tools 
(simulation)

Indicator-building 
(visualisation, policy innovation)

10 November 2015 - InGRID2 First planning meeting
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KNOWLEDGE

EXCHANGE

NETWORKING

STRATEGIC

INNOVATION

NETWORKING

WP1 – NA1

Research infrastructure 

portal and e-infrastructure

WP4 – NA4

Summer school training 

activities

WP2 – NA2

Dissemination and outreach 

to the broader stakeholder 

communities of users

WP3 – NA3

Dissemination and outreach 

of transnational access to 

users

WP14 – WP29 – TA1 – TA16

TRANSNATIONAL

ACCESS TO DATA 

EXPERTISE CENTRES

WP5 – NA5

Expert network programme

of workshops

WP6 – NA6

Innovation

Network activities

WP7– NA7

Strategic advancement of 

the RI

WP8-JRA1

Data harmonisation

and integration

WP9-JRA2

Improvement of 

methods & tools

WP10-JRA3

Indicator-building

WP11-JRA4

Data harmonisation

and integration

WP12-JRA5

Improvement of 

methods & tools

WP13-JRA6

Indicator-building

WP30: Project management

JRA POVERTY & LIVING 

CONDITIONS INFRA

JRA WORKING 

CONDITIONS 

& VULNERABILITY 

INFRA
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Transnational Access: Visiting grants

Access to 16 European research infrastructures

Who can apply?

• Early-stage or expert researchers

• Employed in EU Member States & associated countries

What is offered?

• Work together on data between 5 and 15 days

• Free-of-charge 

• Reimbursement travel costs & subsistence allowance

• Individual or in group 

• (linked to attending summer school or expert workshop)

How to apply?

• Call every 4 months; see website
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JRA Working conditions & Vulnerability

• Data integration/harmonisation
– Harmonisation/integration data on collective bargaining and minimum wages

– Harmonisation/integration working conditions data on vulnerable groups

– Integrated micro series of working conditions surveys and international surveys on 
employers’ behaviour

– New types of (web)data and its use

– Historical data of the EU-LFS: feasible to compile?

• Improvement of analytical tools
– New methods to examine employers hiring practices and skill transferability

– New methods to measure new occupations and new forms of work

– New methods to measure working conditions using administrative databases: 
availability - feasibility

– Exploration of microsimulations approaches in comparative working conditions 
research

• Valorisation tools and new indicators
– Developing multidimensional vulnerable group indicators

– Developing policy indicators on OSHA management

– Developing indicators to assess progress in working conditions
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JRA Poverty & Living conditions

• Data integration/harmonisation
– Extension of Integrated Poverty and Living conditions Indicators System 

(IPOLIS) in scope and coverage

– Exploration of harmonisation longitudinal data on educational careers

– Data linkages (and small area estimation) from statistical standards 
perspective

– Combining data tools for dynamic microsimulation

• Improvement of analytical tools
– Conceptualisation and measurement of out-of-work benefits

– Extending EUROMOD (new policies and new tools)

– Integrating data on welfare services

– Small area estimation techniques and regional poverty measurement

• Valorisation/reporting tools and new indicators
– Household hypothetical tool and representing policy relevant indicators

– Indicator protocols on migrants’ social rights

– Demographic factors and poverty indicators
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E-portal

• Platform on relevant (trans)national data 
infrastructures – including metadata

• Knowledge exchange on the infrastructure 
through sections on community news, special 
interest groups, project information

• Online, interactive user interface with 
visualisation tools (IPOLIS, SPIN, EUROMOD)

• Resource platform and interface on (dynamic) 
microsimulation

• Active: April 2018
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Lessons to learn

• Niches

• Language of the call – Format of the call

• Competition: 
– show what you are better in; unique selling points

– Strongest competitor part of your proposal

• Difference research excellence – societal challenges
– Innovation and technology programme

• Other parts than ‘what you want to research’
– Why

– Impact – innovation

• 4 schemes, the evaluator knows the project (they
can’t read everything in detail)
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